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MALWARE IN Q2
Between the second quarter of 2017, Cofense® Intelligence completed analyses of 616 sets of phishing 
emails delivering over fourteen thousand unique malware samples supported by nearly ten thousand 
online resources. These reports profiled indicators of compromise,  phishing email tactics, malware 
capabilities and techniques used across the threat landscape. 

New attacks and novel attacker methodologies have fundamentally changed the threat landscape. 2017 is 
a fundamentally different environment with information security and high-profile attacks dominating public 
discourse in ways never previously imagined. Furthermore, as attack tools and methodologies have been 
introduced to the online criminal market via high-profile leaks, less-sophisticated attackers have learned 
innovative techniques that were once inaccessible or unknown. This influx of new attack methodologies has 
led to a surge of high-profile attacks that have garnered global attention. Furthermore, as the global media 
has absorbed these stories, so have threat actors. Even some of those unable to adopt sophisticated attack 
techniques have begun turning to software exploitation due to its recent successes.

Even in this evolving threat landscape, many attackers still rely on exploiting human interaction with their 
content rather than turning to sophisticated and potentially-unreliable technical exploitation. This was most 
evident in the Dridex threat actors’ continued use of an attack technique that took advantage of people 
rather than software. Phishing attacks utilizing similar techniques were also prevalent in the distribution of 
prominent ransomware attacks. This demonstrated that significant financial gains hinged on the success of 
those phishing attacks.

Off-the-shelf botnet malware along with tried-and-true attack techniques help less-sophisticated phishing 
threat actors gain access to functionalities once reserved for highly skilled attackers. The Zyklon HTTP 
botnet malware serves as a prime example. The malware combines adaptable and flexible capabilities with 
evasive communications and callback protocols to create a robust intrusion suite. Relatively inexpensive 
and easy to deploy, Zyklon helps attackers gain footholds before deploying second-stage ransomware 
payloads and plugins that enable a stronghold within an infected environment.

Threat actors distributed malware around the world using phishing emails in a variety of languages, 
continuing trends in Q2 of 2017 that reinforce the business risk of phishing as a global issue.

An Evolving Threat Landscape and Public Discourse

Exploiting Software Versus Exploiting Humans

Popular Commodity Malware Helps to Further Close Attacker Capability Gap

Global Perspectives and International Topics

Significant Q2 Topics We’ll Explore:

• An evolving threat landscape and public discourse.
• Exploiting software versus exploiting humans.
• Popular commodity malware helps to further close attacker capability gap.
• Global perspectives and international topics.
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A breakdown of the malware payloads leveraged in phishing attacks during the second quarter 
demonstrates some continued and growing trends. The rate of use for some tools, like off-the-shelf 
remote access trojans and the Pony information stealers, have remained the same while others have 
grown at an interesting rate. For example, the Loki Bot information stealer has gained significant 
ground, providing threat actors with several enhancements over the comparable Pony information 
stealer. Furthermore, the Zyklon HTTP botnet malware, available as an off-the-shelf tool to threat 
actors of varying sophistication level, has garnered a large increase in usage for its adaptive 
capabilities and as a means for delivering the Cerber ransomware.
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Figure 1: Ransomware and botnet malware are among phishers’ favorite tools.

For yet another quarter, the Pony information stealer maintains a prominent position among threat actor 
tools. This widely-available codebase has inspired and been deployed again and again by threat actors of all 
sophistication levels. Similarly, ever-popular and easy-to-obtain remote access trojans were also highly utilized 
as first-step intrusion tools. Popular among these off-the-shelf tools were jRAT, NetWire, and Hawkeye. The 
Loki Bot information stealer is also a notable presence within the top-used malware payloads during this 
quarter. This malware provides much of the same functionality of Pony, but in a more contemporary codebase 
and with a few additional capabilities. 
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The growth in abuse of PDF documents as a means for delivering malware represents another area 
in which threat actors seek to bypass technical controls by abusing business-critical file formats. 
Furthermore, it proves, once again, that simplistic attack techniques are effective and popular.

However, given the unique profile that exploitation and online attacks have had during the first half of 
2017, other attackers turned to exploitation of a relatively new vulnerability to secure malware delivery. 
CVE-2017-0199 is a Microsoft Office vulnerability patched earlier this year. RTF documents that exploit 
this vulnerability have become one of the top malware delivery mechanisms for Q2 2017.

The frequency with which new malware varieties are introduced or return to the market is a reliable 
way to gauge the evolution of the threat landscape. During the second quarter of 2017, ten malware 
tools were identified in phishing emails that had not been used in email previously. These newcomers 
included four ransomware types, implementations of a relatively new Office exploitation technique, and 
a Gmail worm that asked for egregious cloud app permissions to replicate and spread itself.

Figure 2: PDF abuse and exploitation mark interesting additions to Q2 top delivery tools. 
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The composite of popular ransomware tools was significantly different from previous quarters. While Locky 
made a handful of brief resurgences, it was superseded by the seasoned Cerber ransomware and by a new 
addition to the threat landscape—Jaff. While Locky and Jaff distribution methodologies showed a great 
deal of similarity, Cerber’s popularity was sustained by several surprising distribution techniques. A notable 
example was its role as a second-stage to the Zyklon HTTP botnet malware. This simple-to-obtain, simple-to-
use botnet malware was leveraged as a means for spreading the Cerber ransomware to infected hosts and 
also maintaining access to the (albeit operationally-hindered) endpoint.

The usage of botnet malware continued to climb during the second quarter of 2017. DELoader, Ursnif, and 
Zeus Panda all saw significant rates of deployment by threat actors. The Kovter botnet also remained a fixture 
of the threat landscape.

In recent years, threat actors have increasingly gravitated to MS Office documents with downloader macros 
and lightweight script applications rather than relying on malware downloader applications. This trend has 
continued and seen some augmentation through the second quarter of 2017 with the increased usage of 
malicious OLE packages and PDF documents being used as droppers for malware. While OLE package abuse 
was most notably connected to the delivery of the Ursnif and Dreambot malware, PDF documents were 
abused to deliver Dridex, Locky, Jaff, as well as the Geodo botnet malware. 
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This changeover in malware types also demonstrates the 
continued rapid evolution of the ransomware market. Compared 
to the second quarter of 2016, only Locky and Cerber were 
still in play. The other prominent ransomware from the second 
quarter of 2017 was a relatively new entrants to the phishing 
landscape. Furthermore, four of the eight ransomware varieties 
used during the second quarter of 2017 were among the 
newcomers, again demonstrating the trend of innovation and 
expiry among ransomware.

Furthermore, in May 2017, a Google Docs 
spamming worm provided a glimpse into a 
successful way to attack cloud services via email. 
While a great deal of research and analysis into 
phishing focuses on threats against endpoints and 
account credentials, the junction of phishing and 
attacks against cloud services provides another 
avenue for threat actors to gain access to and 
abuse an organization’s IT assets. While these 
attacks may be carried out using malware on the 
endpoint or using credentials stolen from a fake 
login page, the fake “Google Docs” application 
used on May 3, 2017 took a different approach. 
This application compromised email accounts and 
propagated itself using ill-gotten access privileges 
requested by a malicious web app abusing the 
services that Google provides to support the 
development of new online applications.

Information security and online attacks have likely never 
been as prominent in news headlines as in 2017. A nexus of 
geopolitics, new attack methodologies, and the growing role 
of online security in private sector business has led to greater 
public awareness of the risks to enterprises and infrastructure. 
2017, is just a little different than prior years. The threat 
landscape is evolving rapidly and threat actors are willing to try 
new things. However, this is not just an emergent phenomenon. 
A few key events have influenced this evolutionary state.

Figure 3: A longer list of new malware in Q2 
reveals that innovation among threat actors 
is still valued.

Figure 4: Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine tweets photo of machine affected by destructive malware (@RozlenkoPavlo).

Newcomers on the Scene

• Fake Google Docs Gmail Worm
• Karo Ransomware
• Mole Ransomware
• ASPC Loader
• CVE-2017-0199
• Monero Miner Bot
• Zyklon HTTP
• Loda
• Jaff Ransomware
• GlobeImposter Ransomware

One that factors large in both the WannaCry ransomware and recent Petya-like malware crises was the 
availability of new, powerful exploits and knowledge of vulnerabilities that are only recently-patched. 
The disclosure of many previously-unknown and production-ready vulnerabilities and exploit tools by 
the ShadowBrokers has been a windfall for attackers who are ready to take these tools to market. The 
ETERNALBLUE exploitation method, made public by these leaks, provided threat actors with the ability to 
abuse the Server Message Block to traverse and potentially even gain access to otherwise secure networks. 
This exploit was then weaponized for WannaCry and again, in combination with other proven lateral 
movement techniques, for this June’s Petya-like destructive malware.

An Evolving Threat Landscape
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This malicious code was not executed on the endpoint, nor was it designed to create a fake login page. 
Instead, it requested that the victim add the application to their Google cloud services account and grant 
it permission to interact with their Gmail account. As more enterprise assets and services are made 
available through the cloud, threat actors will recognize and begin to focus on that attack surface. This 
“Gmail worm” event showed that development of rogue web or cloud apps can be deployed against targets 
via phishing email and can abuse legitimate service providers in a way that evades technical controls.

Even lessons from 2016 have set the stage for changing attack vectors in 2017. The leaks of emails 
allegedly collected by phishing political party leadership provides inspiration for threat actors to steal 
credentials for webmail and cloud services. The mere plausibility of this scenario will serve to inspire 
attacks of similar character as time passes. 

Threat actors are not blind to these developments nor deaf to the lessons they impart. Part of the lifecycle 
for attacker techniques is the proliferation of methodologies once reserved for the most advanced 
adversaries. The lesser technical abilities of even less-sophisticated threat actors do not preclude 
the reuse of attack tools and tactics. Instead, it can be expected that these attackers will emulate the 
techniques disclosed by high-profile leaks to close the gap.

As 2017 rolls on, there is no reason to doubt that additional innovations will reach the threat landscape. 
The combination of these new techniques—combined with tried-and-true-attack methods—is bound to 
take place. Awareness and knowledge about how these techniques are used is one aspect of threat 
intelligence. Vetted, atomic indicators are a valuable element in keeping networks free of unwanted traffic, 
but a strategic viewpoint on how attackers hope to gain access to networks and the techniques they will 
leverage provides a more holistic perspective for network defenders.

Figure 5: Fake Google Docs emails leading victims to grant permissions to a malicious cloud app changed 
the threat landscape.
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One of the most controversial and continually-developing information security stories of 2017 is the ongoing 
saga of the ShadowBrokers vulnerability and exploitation tool leaks. Regardless of the differing opinions 
on the topic in the public forum,  new about ShadowBrokers stories have increased public awareness 
of software vulnerabilities and exploitation tools. These stories have seen climaxes with WannaCry and 
notPetya crises. In those two attacks, a recently-patched vulnerability leaked as part of 2017 leaks was used 
to worm through enterprise networks, inflicting untold damage by encrypting files on infected machines or 
rendering them unusable.

While the value of regular software update protocols cannot be refuted, many of the vulnerabilities threat 
actors seek to exploit cannot be fixed by a software update. For the past three years, one of the most 
commonly-used means for delivering malware by phishing email has been using macro-enabled Microsoft 
Office documents. These files, now familiar to most all information security professionals, are designed to 
encourage the victim to enable the macro scripting contained within the Office document to facilitate the 
download of a malware payload. This is done entirely within the set of capabilities provided by the Office 
suite and Windows environment. 

The success of this technique is evident in the 188 distinct phishing campaigns analyzed by Cofense 
Intelligence during the second quarter of 2017 and almost four times that number throughout 2016. Threat 
actors understand that there’s no need for expensive, complex, and potentially-unreliable exploit content if 
the victim can be tricked into being a willing, if unwitting, participant in the infection process. 

Figure 6: OfficeMacro documents have been a favorite of phishing threat actors for years 

Exploiting Software Versus Exploiting Humans

Techniques like this are designed by the threat actor to put enterprises at a disadvantage. Microsoft Office is, 
for most organizations, the standard suite for creating and transporting documents containing business-critical 
information. Therefore, heavy-handed solutions like blocking or restricting the transport of these documents 
inhibits enterprises’ ability to conduct normal business. Threat actors, therefore, hope to secure the delivery of 
Office documents so they can convince potential victims to open the door to the attacker’s tools. 
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Figure 7: No more macros, just icons to double-click.

As these macro-based attacks have proliferated, awareness and education for both defenders and users 
has as well. This has created an increasingly less advantageous environment for threat actors using 
them. It has also prompted threat actors to innovate and iterate. By changing how Office documents are 
delivered and by altering how they’re presented to victims, threat actors hope to defy expectations and 
improve success. One example is the flourishing of OLE object abuse like that used to deliver the Ursnif 
botnet malware. Another example is a technique also leveraged first by the Dridex threat actors, then later 
by Locky, Jaff, and TrickBot.

The former of these techniques abuses Microsoft Office documents by prompting the victim to double-
click an embedded icon to access some content. These objects are used to write a script application that 
facilitates the download and execution of a malware payload. These documents make use of a similar 
look and feel to Office documents by leveraging macro elements for malware delivery. However, they lack 
the distinctive “enable macros” banner – thereby defying malware delivery expectations.

A technique used by the Dridex, Locky, Jaff, and TrickBot threat actors delivers a PDF document as the 
attachment to a phishing email. Upon opening, this PDF creates a Word document on disk and prompts 
the victim to open it and run a macro script application used to download a malware payload. This adds 
one more unexpected step to the infection process and thereby breaks from the common technique used 
to deliver macro documents.

While the allure and drama surrounding unpatched vulnerabilities may make for riveting headlines, threat 
actors don’t need to leverage software exploitation to successfully attack enterprises and individuals. 
Instead, they can use more mundane tools that abuse, rather than exploit, the business software 
applications. More importantly, however, threat actors seek to abuse the users themselves. The Dridex 
threat actors have not been successful because of their purported exploitation of a previously-unfixed 
vulnerability. They’ve succeeded because of their ability to craft convincing phishing narratives and 
reallocate new distribution infrastructure.
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However, as high-profile stories about exploitation tools and software vulnerabilities dominate headlines 
in 2017, some threat actors may be tempted or inspired to return to older and readily-accessible means 
of software exploitation. Others may seek to provide commoditized delivery tools by building or buying 
push-button solutions that take advantage of these now-patched vulnerabilities. In either case, threat 
actors are likely responding to the hype surrounding attack vectors rather than any empirical proof that this 
exploitation increases success. 

Empirical evidence, however, demonstrates that phishing 
threat actors have leveraged more exploitation of Office 
vulnerabilities in the previous quarter than in the same 
period in 2016. Figure 9 shows that the number of 
phishing campaigns leveraging an Office vulnerability 
has more than doubled – potentially revealing an 
increased appeal for this malware delivery methodology. 

This increase comes both from the revival of older 
exploitation methods as well as the introduction of 
techniques that take advantage of more recently-
disclosed vulnerabilities. Examining the breakdown of 
exploitation methods used during the second quarter 
shows that most phishing techniques exploited 
vulnerabilities identified in 2015 or earlier. The one, 
very notable exception is the used of CVE-2017-0199, a 
vulnerability disclosed earlier this year and patched in 
rapid succession.

Figure 6: Crytp0L0cker was set apart by being delivered using emails in multiple Western European languages

Figure 8: Adding a PDF to the mix refreshes the attacker’s techniques with an unexpected look and feel.

Figure 9: Far more exploitation 
techniques were deployed in the 
second quarter of 2017 than in 
the second quarter of 2016.
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The repeated and distinctive exploitation of CVE-2017-0199 delivering differing malware payloads serves 
as a potential indication that a commoditized tool exists for the creation of documents that implement 
an exploit for this vulnerability. In each case the vulnerability is used to download a second document 
containing the source code of a Microsoft HTML Application. Once the download is complete, the HTML 
application content is automatically loaded into the original document as an OLE2 object through which 
it’s interpreted. This distinctive method for exploiting the vulnerability is then leveraged to download and 
malicious Windows PE application and a decoy document. 

Software exploitation does indeed make for riveting headlines and represents a technical feat 
accomplished by few attackers. But as the pace of exploit leaks accelerates and more high-profile 
information-security incidents garner media attention, threat actors become emboldened to experiment. 
However, blind experimentation in real-world criminal acts wastes resources. One logical avenue for 
innovation is to combine new, powerful attack techniques with adaptable, reliable, existing techniques. 

However, threat actors attempting to leverage the exploitation of older vulnerabilities, while following the 
trends of public discourse lose the reliability of proven tools that exploit business applications. For most 
organizations that are already applying the security updates for essential software applications, the more 
relevant threats come from threat actors seeking to end users. Even in the uncommon cases where an 
exploit will be effective against a vulnerable system, phishing threat actors must first defeat a human’s 
suspicions. When users are prepared and empowered against phishers’ social engineering techniques, 
they not only avoid falling victim to phishing narratives, but also become an asset to enterprise information 
security. 

Drawing from several tried-and-true techniques, the Zyklon HTTP botnet malware has enjoyed a significant 
amount of growth through the last quarter. This off-the-shelf malware provides threat actors with several 
robust functionalities that were previously reserved for sophisticated threat actors. This malware 
represents another example of the increasing commoditization and a closing gap between unsophisticated 
attackers and advanced adversaries. The Zyklon HTTP botnet malware provides a lower barrier to entry 
for attackers via an affordable tool that offers a variety of plugins for customizing intrusions, evasive 
communication techniques, and reliable distribution options. The malware tool can also be combined with 
other malware for maximizing the monetization of infected endpoints. 

Zyklon HTTP builders are available 
to phishing threat actors from a 
wide variety of outlets—either for 
purchase or “cracked” versions. This 
malware, along with many others, 
can be obtained for relatively low 
prices, requiring the threat actors to 
become tooled-up for attacks with 
sometimes less than 100 USD. In fact, 
the Zyklon HTTP botnet malware can 
be obtained for a much lower price 
than some comparable off-the-shelf 
malware tools. 

Focus on the Zyklon HTTP Botnet Malware

Figure 10: Zyklon undercuts the price of other comparable botnet tools significantly.
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Once purchased, rather than requiring technical abilities or coding skill, Zyklon allows threat actors to 
utilize a builder application to create their intrusion tools. This builder functionality, often provided by a 
“cracked” or pirated version of the software, enables threat actors to define the basic behavior of deployed 
binaries. These behaviors include persistence and whether the malware will utilize a Tor-hosted command 
and control resource, as well as the location of these support resources. Once the preferred behaviors are 
defined, the threat actor can push the “Build” button to generate a functioning executable that can be used 
to infect victims and add them to the threat actor’s botnet. 

Phishing threat actors using Zyklon are not always the most original storytellers, nor are they under 
significant burden to be. Instead, they prefer to make it easy to mass produce a plausible narrative 
using just a handful of interchangeable parts. A recent trend  in which phishing emails use a recurring 
“job applicant” narrative to deliver the Zyklon HTTP Botnet malware illustrates this principle. This email 
narrative has seen extensive use with numerous malware types, including the iconic CryptoWall encryption 
ransomware. It also creates a soft targeting scenario in which the threat actor hopes the messages will 
resonate with human resources professionals or hiring managers.

Figure 11: Cracked Zyklon builder application displays configuration options.

Figure 12: Borrowing ideas from other threat actors, Zyklon phishers have reused the “resume” narrative prolifically.
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These emails have, in nearly all cases, leveraged a JavaScript application or OfficeMacro documents to 
facilitate the download and execution of this malware. This again replays one of the most common trends 
among malware delivery over the past two years and likely indicates that the threat actors hope to share in 
the success of this delivery method.

This malware is pertinent to the current threat landscape as a constituent used in dozens of attacks during 
the second quarter. The Zyklon botnet malware’s downloader capability has become a pathway for threat 
actors to deploy the Cerber ransomware to infected endpoints. This behavior allows threat actors to not only 
collect victims’ private data, but also to demand payment in exchange for decrypting files on the infected 
machine. The downloader capability also enables several avenues for monetizing infections. It also takes 
advantage of what has become a lucrative business among threat actors—the distribution of ransomware 
and collection of ransom payment. The Cerber encryption ransomware rose to prominence in 2016 as a 
“ransomware-as-a-service” platform that made ransomware available to a wide audience of threat actors. 
Rather than forcing a relatively unsophisticated criminal to create and support a complex ransomware tool, 
Cerber helped further democratize the ransomware market by removing much of that burden. The ability to 
deliver additional malware payloads to support further monetization is facilitated through the capacity to 
create and schedule a Windows task when the Zyklon malware is instructed to do so by the command and 
control infrastructure. 

Threat actors  can further monetize their efforts by utilizing an ability to schedule a Windows task to 
download additional malware when instructed to do so by the command and control infrastructure. 

However, acting as a malware 
downloader is not the only functionality 
provided by this malware provides. 
Zyklon can find and steal web 
browser data, email credentials, FTP 
authentication details, video game and 
software licenses, and even Bitcoin 
wallets. The full list of tasks available 
to users also includes tasking as a 
Bitcoin miner, various DDOS activities, 
and extensibility for directing command 
and control communications over the 
Tor anonymous browsing service. 
These activities are further enhanced 
by the malware’s ability to collect 
detailed information about infected 
hosts, including the machine’s location, 
operating system, graphics card, and 
installed endpoint security solutions. 
These allow the threat actor to select 
the best next steps for them to take 
with that intrusion. Figure 13: Picking Zyklon tasks is as easy as selecting them from 

a drop-down menu.
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One distinctive enhancement available to users of the Zyklon botnet malware is the ability to direct 
its command and control communications over the Tor anonymous browsing service. This prevents 
researchers and network defenders from nailing down the precise resources used to support the Zyklon 
deployment. It also complicates detection of outbound communications from deployed Zyklon binaries as 
communication over Tor are more difficult to detect. 

Zyklon provides a cheap, effective means to infecting victims and gaining access to protected 
environments. Its robust feature set helps to close the gap between less-sophisticated actors and those 
with access to more powerful tools. 

In a global economy and interconnected world, threat actors seek to grow their operations across 
international borders. The impact of global crises like WannaCry and notPetya have only served to reinforce 
how tight-knit online communications have become. While these destructive malware varieties did not 
originate with or require a phishing email, the same social engineering techniques used for phishing in 
English are used in many other languages as well. 

During the second quarter of 2017, some of the most notable campaigns utilized content in Japanese, 
Polish, and German to deliver botnet malware utilities. Japanese-language content was repeatedly used in 
the distribution of the Ursnif botnet malware. Polish-language phishing narratives were used to deliver the 
Nymaim botnet malware. And German-language emails were used to infect victims with the Geodo botnet 
malware.

Once again, the narrative in each set of messages appealed to many of the same motivators that phishers 
use in English-language phishing. For example, numerous German-language Geodo messages claimed to 
deliver a scanned document for the recipient to review. This replays a recurring phishing email theme seen 
in the delivery of many different malware varieties. 

Figure 14: German-language emails delivering Geodo use easily-recognizable themes.

Global Perspectives and International Topics
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Figure 16: Recent trends in Japanese-language phishing have used popular narratives to deliver Ursnif. 

Messages delivering the Ursnif botnet malware with Japanese-language narratives took one of the most 
oft-used narratives, citing the delivery of an ambiguous “invoice” document for the recipient to review. 

The narratives seen across multiple languages and in different regions of the world all share common 
themes. Regardless of region or language, threat actors can put convincing social engineering spins on 
common narratives to craft effective attacks on victims around the world.

Figure 15: Tax-related phishing in Polish was also common.

Throughout the second quarter, Polish-language messages touted the email as a request for the recipient 
to complete a tax invoice. The specification of the taxation category as value-added tax—a distinctive tax 
in the Poland and the rest of the European Union—adds a region-specific element to the phishing lure. 
These messages still take advantage of a theme that has been used by numerous phishing threat actors.
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CONCLUSION
The information security and phishing landscape in 2017 is just a little different than previous years. The 
attacker ecosystem is evolving rapidly and threat actors are making daring attempts to weaponize new 
attack types and new combinations of popular techniques. Large, global crises have dominated public 
discourse and news media and elevated the profile of software exploitation. These stories have, in turn, 
elevated the profile of other security risks and attack vectors. 

In such an environment, threat actors are perceptive to emerging attack methodologies and willing to 
experiment to identify new ways to gain access to protected environments. While a great deal of the public 
forum’s attention has focused on software exploitation, threat actors continue to rely upon tried-and-true 
methods to exploit the people they hope to attack. As time passes, novel attack methods will proliferate 
and become the new normal. The network defender and security professional’s challenge is to leverage a 
holistic, agile security posture to counter the rapidly-evolving threat landscape.

For more information about this report or Cofense’s award-winning 
phishing defense solutions, please email info@Cofense.com. Sign up for 
Cofense Threat Alerts for updates on the latest malware and ransomware 
attacks in real-time.


